Sitting

Corner Floor Sitters
Every child wants to sit on the floor at circle time.

User dimensions (inches)

And with the Rifton Corner Floor Sitter, every child can.

Sitting height

For the child who cannot sit up unaided, or who needs
their shoulders and upper trunk supported, our Corner
Floor Sitter is ideal. The no-tip base and padding
features help a child feel stable, comfortable and secure,
yet free to interact with other children.

How to buy

E610 small

E620 large

under 22

22–26

Key user dimension: sitting height
Select the appropriate Corner Floor Sitter by the user’s sitting height.
Allow for growth.
Important: Top of child’s head should not be more than 4" above back.
Item dimensions (inches)

E610 small

E620 large

20

24

Overall height
Seat height from floor

2

2

Height of back above seat

18

22

Seat width

13

16

Seat depth
Back to abductor

11

13

4–8

6–10

1. Measure your client to determine the size
you need. (See dimension chart for help.)
2. Select the appropriate Corner Floor Sitter.

Corner Floor Sitter features

3. Choose the accessories you need.

1. The sturdy, three-sided back is molded out of
laminated hardwood.

4. Add up the total cost.
5. Order online in minutes at Rifton.com or see the
last page of this catalog for other ways to order.
6. Call us any time at 800.571.8198 if you
need assistance. We’re always here to help.

2. The padded chest strap is height-adjustable. All straps
can easily be removed for washing.
3. The hip strap is doubly adjustable, allowing the
buckle to be placed wherever it is most comfortable
for the child.

Find important details and
informative facts at:
www.rifton.com/cornerfloorsitter

4. Stabilizers give the sitter a compact, non-tip base.
5. The optional abductor has a 4" range of tool-free
adjustment.

E610 small
Corner Floor Sitter includes
chest and hip straps.

Accessory

Abductor

Total

E611

$495

E621

$580

E615

$77

E615

$77

E610

Free Shipping

E620 large

There’s more at Rifton.com

$

E620

$

Information: sales@rifton.com or 800.571.8198
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